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Related Profiles. He had 17 ships and 1, men. At the time of his voyage, Europeans did not know that the
Americas existed. Even though many great things were exchanged between the Old World and the New
World, many diseases from Europe were introduced to the Natives First, the Commercial Revolution
generated economic stability. I was born in the Italian city of Genoa in the year  Instead of listing his down
sides, we should concentrate on all the things he has accomplished. Which introduced new food and
technology to both worlds. The different nationalities of Europeans all treated the Indians differently. To write
about how his motivations are separate would be uninformed, but to explain how his motivations became a
reality is something that can be argued for. Columbus also went on many other voyages to Africa to gain
knowledge about the Atlantic current, that flowed east and west from the Islands of Canary He was one of the
first of many Europeans to land in the New World. Columbus is thought to be a hero, but just being classified
as a hero is a fallacy. He did discover new land, but he did not get where he wanted to go. One might conclude
that Christopher Columbus did not discover the Americas because the Native Americans, Vikings, and
Phoenicians had already set foot there. This more than any other factor allowed for European domination of
the Americas. The conquest and settlement of the Western Hemisphere opened new opportunities for other
Europeans such as the French, Dutch, English and Spanish to come to the island and colonize the Indian's
land. On May 11, , Columbus made a fourth voyage. Brought back many products unknown to Europe and
was greatly appreciated e. On his third voyage, Columbus wanted to find this continent. His father was a
weaver, and it is believed that Columbus entered this trade as a young man. On day, in the early morning of
October 12, , Christopher Columbus mariners stepped ashore an island in America, a land that no one known.
Barry Clifford, the leader of this expedition, told the Independent newspaper that "all geographical,
underwater topography and archaeological evidence strongly suggests this wreck is Columbus' famous
flagship the Santa Maria. However, Columbus had his maths completely wrong and reckoned that they would
reach India in three weeks. Privileges for expansion of trade.


